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(if the effects of medicines but by experiments on persons in
health; else, how would he know that the effects of any parti-
cular substance are similar to disease; since the experiment,
if made during disease, would leave it vague whether the
morbid effects were due to the drug or the disease. Then,
unless the modes of computation or measurement in regard to
homoeopathic medicines are opposed to all others, and are of
a nature mysterious and miraculous, it follows, that if one,
two, or three globules of a given substance cause symptoms
resembling inflammation, fifty or 100 globules of the same
substance will excite these symptoms in a higher degree.
Then give us that dose. The writer offers, either in health or
when he chances to suffer from sickness, or in any other
circumstances, to take a thousand doses at once of any sub-
stance whatever of the ordinary infinitesimal dilutions. He
stipulates only to have two allopathic practitioners to super-
intend the effect, in order that they may prove, as he doubts
not they will easily do, that any phenomena (favourable or
the reverse) which may follow, are explicable on grounds
altogether distinct from the infinitesimal dose; unless, indeed,
this is taken in so large a quantity as to act on ordinary allo-
pathic principles; which, however, of medicines infinitesimally
diluted, many thousand doses ought not to do. We repeat
our offer. We invite homoeopathists, by any infinitesimal
use of their medicines that pleases them, to get up in us a
pleurisy, pneumonia, peritonitis, or fever. For the interests
of art and knowledge, and for the sake of testing the efficacy
of infinitesimal doses, we are willing to incur the risk. But
candour compels us, at the same time, to avow that we con-
sider we make the offer with the most perfect safety !

Here, then, is a remarkable difference between the two i
systems. The allopathist at will, and irrespective of the voli-
tion of the patient, can by his doses, purge, or cause to vomit,
or to perspire, or to void urine in large quantities-can, in
short, act, at his pleasure, on important organs and functions-
the bowels, stomach, skin, kidney, &c. We can stimulate by
quinine, or depress by antimony. But the writer, and those
who think with him, absotutelg defy 7ion’tceol,?athists, when using
only bonc2,fide infinitesimal doses, to produce the smallest effect
on them, either in health or disease. In other words, we assert
that the action of infinitesimal doses is InlJoely imaginary, and
is all explicable on the ground of influencing the imagina-
tion of persons, who are predisposed by faith in the system,
and whose cases do not require more active treatment. Can
we possibly offer a fairer issue than this ?
Yet absurd as the infinitesimal doctrine is, to it (we verily

believe) homoeopathy chiefly owes what popularity it enjoys.
Did this system not differ from the Hippocratic in the marvel-
lous minuteness of its doses, but merely in the principle on
which medicines are administered, it would probably never
have obtained any or much attention; for the curiosity of the
public, more especially the morbid curiosity of hypochondriac
men and nervous women, would not have been stimulated.
Whether the black draught he was about to swallow was to
act on homceopathic or allopathic principles, a patient would
not have cared one straw about; but when he is not only
spared the black draught, but required merely to swallow a
powder smaller than the smallest pinch of snuff, or to take a
teaspoonful of limpid, tasteless, and colourless water,-when,
moreover, he is told that in, these he imbibes only a decillionth
part of the active agent, his palate and his faculty of wonder
are conjointly interested in the miraculous circumstance! I
need not add what every man knows, that, besides men like
Lords Essex and Robert Grosvenor, there are multitudes of
women (more excusable, indeed) who prefer whatever taxes
their faith, stimulates their imagination, excites, but never
satisfies their curiosity, and exceeds their comprehension, to
aught their minds could fathom !
We ought not, however, to quit the subject of infinitesimal

doses without urging a suggestion on all our allopathic
brethren. It is known that two or three years ago, one of the
most notorious of the metropolitan homoeopathic practitioners
was detected in administering to a delicate female patient, as
infinitesimal medicine, a dose of the chloride of mercury, such
as few allopathists would in the same circumstances order.
We apprehend that this mendacious method is far from rare.
It were easy for an homaeop’1thist to administer an allopathic
dose of arsenic, corrosive sublimate, strychnine, aconitine,
morphine, and other powerful medicines, as an infinitesmal
one. And this, as we have just said, we doubt not is often
done. We therefore recommend our brother practitioners to
embrace any opportunities, consistent with gentlemanly deal-
ing, of obtaining specimens of homceopathic medicines, from
friends or pafiepts who haye been under that treatment, and

to analyze the same. We suspect that some curious disclo-
sures will be the result.
Our total scepticism, as to any effect whatever from infinite-

simal doses, necessarily obliges us to the belief, that in every
case in which any benefit does result from a medicine ostensibly
infinitesimal, a deception is practised; the dose not being, in
diminutiveness, what it is professed to be. And hence will
arise a difficulty to allopathists in practically confuting the
system of their opponents, by pointing to its inefficiency; since
the treatment of the latter will be, and we doubt not in
many cases now is, allopathic, under the colours of homaeo-
pathy !
We do not hesitate to avow, that we consider as the most

noble as well as the most perfect and safe of all cures, to be
that which is effected by natural means only, by an enlightened
and masterly application of physiology; and we even think it
might be, with less sophistry and paradox than is employed on
many occasions, maintained, that the means just referred to are
the only ones for which we have clear, express, direct, and indis-
putable warrant. The line of argument, however, necessary
to establish even the probability of this, would be much too-
transcendental for the pages of a practical medical journal.
Besides, a contrary view might be also plausibly maintained,
and on another tack of reasoning from the transcendental one
just adverted to, the use of medicine might be shown to be the
result of a sort of secondary instinct. These are grand and
exciting inquiries, for the management of which the time we
live in is not prepared. With all our vanity and imagined,
progress we are a gross age. The finest departments of know-
ledge and social humanity are neither understood nor regarded
by us, or are named only to be derided and execrated. But,
returning from this digression, and leaving open the questions
above referred to, we shall simply remark, that, whether
rightly or not, the use of medicine is likely to be long a habit
of the race. And of the two medical sects discoursed of in
this paper, homoeopathists and allopathists, we are well con-
vinced that the latter will survive, will regain all the advan-
tages it may lose, and will number the apparently most bril-
liant cures. The tables will be again turned.

In order to prove this, let us for a moment imagine that
homceopathy, with its inert and slow treatment, was univer-
sally established, and that the very name and memory of allo-

, pathy had died out of the world. Let us next imagine that
amid this state of things an allopathist appeared, armed with
opium, mercury, antimony, nitrate of potass, &c., and ad-

ministering them in allopathic doses; giving this man, who had
. been for weeks sleepless, a night of profound repose, by a
’ single pill (opium); sending, by the use of a single small
L powder (calomel), that other man, who had been all his life
. constipated, to his water-closet, in a state of unprecedented:

alvine urgency and excitement; by a powder, equally minute,
: (tartrate of antimony) producing a vomitive cataract from
. the stomach of that child, who had over-eaten itself with
I acerb plums, and ached in its small abdomen; causing a fourth
l person (a dysuric patient), by a powder not large (nitrate of
r potass), to charge his chamber utensil with a more brimming
V supply than the joyful man had ever impinged into it before!
Why, the whole world would go mad about this allopathist!

, He would be called a miracle-worker. Man and woman
l would flock all wildly after him. The tail of his coat, if
. coats should then be worn, would be kissed by beseeching
L and by thankful lips. Homoeopathy would be forgotten, or
J laughed at as the wretched dawdling of old women; and
F nothing would be talked or thought of but the apparition of
3 this wonderful new medical demi-god !

Norfolk Terrace, Westbourne Grove, West.
) .__________’ 
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ON A NEW AND LAMENTABLE FORM OF
HYSTERIA.

BY MARSHALL HALL, M.D., F.R.S., &c.

j I HAVE no doubt that I was one of a considerable number
who, at the last meeting of the RoyaJ Medical and Chirurgical
Society, (a meeting which will long be memorable in its
annals,) wished to express their sentiments on the subject of
the use of the speculum vaginse, without having what they
deemed the perfect opportunity. I regret that the discussion:
was not adjourned to another evening. ’

I think the profession deeply indebted to Dr. Robert Lee.
for bringing this question forward for discussion. It is not
one of mere medical or surgical treatment, but of medical and
public ethics; and I confess myself astonished at the light
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manner in which a vaginal examination was spoken of by
one of the gentlemen present at the Society. I think the
challenge of Dr. Bennet should have been accepted at once,
and that a committee should have been, and should now be,
;appointed, to test the existence or the non-existence of the
thousand and one "ulcers" or "abrasions," of which so much
has been said of late.
The gentleman to whom I have alluded above, huffed the

idea of indecency in making a vaginal examination. There
need be no exposure of the person of the patient; surgeons
make no scruple about an examination of the rectum, (as if
the two examinations could, morally speaking, be compared.)
But, if there be no exposure of the person, and if the ex-
amination of the rectum be frequently made, is there, at first,
no wounding of the feelings, and is there, afterwards, no
deterioration and blunting of those feelings, by the repeated ’I
daily or weekly use of the speculum vaginse in the virgin, and Iin the very young even amongst the married ? I loudly pro-
claim that there is such deterioration, and that the female ’,
who has been subjected to such treatment is not the same ’,
person in delicacy and purity that she was before. I
I have known cases of the most revolting attachment, on

the part of such patients, to the practice and to the prac-
titioner. I have known them to speak of "the womb" and of
"the uterine organs" with a familiarity which was formerly
unknown, and which, I trust, ere long be obsolete. The
current of the ideas becomes hypochondrically directed t6
these organs. The very mind is poisoned. A new and
lamentable form of hysteria, I had almost said, of furor
uteri7aus, is induced, with this aggravation, that the subject of
distress is either concealed by the greatest effort, or ex-
plained at the expense of virgin or female modesty. ’

There is a case of " poisoned mind" in the male sex, induced
by the quack doings of the day, relative to the existence of
impotency, which all of us must have treated and deplored.
A similar case of " mental poisoning" is now being induced in
the other sex by the frequent, constant, and undue reference, on
the part of the profession, (?) to the condition of " the uterine
organs."
These latter patients become reserved, and moody, and per-

verse, and speak unintelligibly in broken sentences; the peace
and happiness of the family circle is broken up; subjects are
discussed on the domestic hearth which ought never to be
mentioned except in the sick-room; words which wound are
spoken, and thoughts which are derogatory are expressed, by
other, perhaps by the male, members of the family.
One poor miserable patient comes to me weekly, thus

afflicted. She had been treated by the speculum and the
caustic for months, as an out-patient at University College
Hospital. I sent her to Dr. Robert Lee twice. Twice that
gentleman examined and declared that there was no uterine or
vaginal disease. Meanwhile, the miserable patient’s mind is
absorbed by this ideal malady, and the peace of her husband’s
home is destroyed.

I sent another patient to Dr. Robert Lee a few days ago,
(whom I had never seen,) under similar circumstances, but
moving in a different rank of life. The same opinion was
given, the miserable patient suffering dire disappointment!

I recently attended a poor curate’s wife, who had come to
London for medical aid, at, as I suppose, great inconvenience.
During my short attendance, this patient was constantly
urged by a friend, a titled lady, (the aristocracy always take
the lead in quackery,) to send for her physician, who is a

strong abettor of the speculum. The course which followed
may be imagined, and need not be described. A case of more
complicated misery for a husband cannot well be conceived-
a sickly wife, afflicted with uterine hypochondriasis, set upon
by a titled advocate of the uterine quackery, with straitened
resources.
The advocates of the speculum speak of cases which had

resisted the efficacy of the usual general and local treatment,
and which yielded to the use of the speculum and the caustic.
I have seen cases in which, the speculum and caustic having
been employed-and unduly employed, as I believe-the
patient remained more miserably afflicted in mind and body
than ever, and- this the effect of that treatment. Whether the
former supposition be as well founded as the latter, I will not
presume to determine; but I believe the cases in which the
young, and especially the unmarried, are afflicted so as really
to justify the use of the speculum, to be rare; and the cases
in which the injection of a solution of the nitrate of silver by
her own hand may not take the place of the application of this
valuable remedy in substance by the hand of the practitioner,

to be rare indeed.

I will not advert even to the epithets which have been ap-
plied to the frequent use of the speculum by our French
neighbours, who are so skilled in these matters; but I will
ask, what father amongst us, after the details which I have
given, would allow his virgin daughter to be subjected to this
" pollution" ? Let us, then, maintain the spotless dignity of
our profession, with its well-deserved character for purity of
morals, and throw aside this injurious practice with indignant
scorn, remembering that it is not mere exposure of the
person, but the dulling of the edge of the virgin modesty, and
the degradation of the pure minds, of the daughters of England,
which are to be avoided.

NOTE ON A MODE OF EXCITING DEGLUTITION
IN CERTAIN CASES.

BY W. FREDERICK BARLOW, ESQ., M.R.C.S.

I AM desirous of directing attention to an ingenious mode of
producing deglutition, first devised and employed by Mr.
Simpson, of Stamford.*
In a case of puerperal convulsion, this gentleman having

put some fluid into the mouth of his patient, found that no
swallowing happened; but on dashing some cold water on
the face, the desired event followed instantly.
What is the rationale of this phenomenon, which I have

now on some occasions brought about myself ? and has it any
value in practice ?

I have always noticed, on exciting deglutition in this way,
that it was preceded by an inspiration, and I suppose the ex-
planation of its occurrence to be simply this : The act of in-
spiration has the effect of drawing the fluid backwards to the
pharynx, or causing it to be there conveyed. When this
happens, it must be swallowed in the generality of cases; even
if the patient be ever so refractory, he cannot prevent his own
deglutition if the fluid but reach where his volition has no
power.

I have remarked the good result of this mode of producing
swallowing under two circumstances, chiefly.

lst. Where a patient, though there be fluid in his mouth,
refuses to swallow, he may be obliged to do so by a sudden
dash of cold water on his face. He is unprepared for the
stimulus, and it will act. But the practitioner must use
caution to effect his end, for everything may depend on the
application being sudden, and the patient being quite off his
guard.

2nd. I have seen the plan of no little value in the con-
vulsions of children. It is sometimes most desirable to make
them swallow before the convulsions have subsided, supposing
them dependent on irritation of the stomach, as they often
are. To wait until they are completely over, may be, some-
times, to risk life. I have known blood drawn in these cir-
cumstances, and so, to irritation, was needlessly added perilous
exhaustion. In several cases, I have introduced between the
almost perpetually clenched teeth an emetic solution ; but
because of the continuance of the expiratory efforts, it was
not swallowed. In this difficulty I have found the full,
abrupt application of cold to the face of most essential service ; ;
a free inspiration, and, afterwards, an act of deglutition
ensued. So one reflex action brought about another.

It is, of course, known to every practitioner, that when
drink is put into the mouth, the obvious reason of its not
being swallowed is its not being carried far enough back-
wards. There are instances, it is true, in which we cannot so
place it. Convulsive efforts will sometimes effectually pre-
vent us doing so, unless we use a degree of violence, which,
in the case of young children, would be particularly well
avoided. Let Mr. Simpson’s contrivance have a trial in this
difficulty. Perchance a full inspiration will accomplish more
than awkward force. Besides, the inspiration will, of itself,
do good, even though swallowing should not follow; for deep
and perfect inspirations are the happiest of all omens, looking
to the immediate consequences of a fit. So long as efforts at
expiration continue, there is a plain aberration of the motor
force, and a danger of serious congestion of the brain and
cord. Ever let it be remembered by every one who would
treat convulsions properly, that inspiration tends to empty,
expiration to fill, the veins.
But as to the production of vomiting in convulsions, it is

hard sometimes to overrate its importance. An irritant
should be removed in some cases as rapidly as, because it may
* See THE LANCET for December, 1842, p. 437, and Dr. Marshali HaU*s

" " Pfew Memoir on the NervousSystem," p. 84.


